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Abstrat8

Brass players use a variety of mutes to hange the sound of their instrument for artisti9

expression. However, mutes an also modify the intonation and the playability of the muted10

instrument. An example is the use of a straight mute on a trombone, whih makes it very11

di�ult to play stable pedal notes.12

Previous studies have shown that using a straight mute establishes a subsidiary aousti13

resonane in the trombone. To anel this modi�ation, an ative ontrol devie was developed14

and integrated into a mute, with satisfying experimental results [Meurisse et al., 2015℄. With15

this devie, the perturbed pedal notes an easily be played again.16

This paper investigates the ability of a physial model of brass instrument to reprodue17

the behaviour of the trombone pedal B♭ without mute, or with an "ative" or a "passive"18

straight mute. Linear stability analysis and time-domain simulations are used to analyse the19

behaviour of the model in the parameter range orresponding to the pedal note. Numerial20

results are ompared for di�erent models of instruments: a trombone, a trombone with a21

straight (passive) mute, an a trombone with an ative mute. It is shown that the simple22

physial model onsidered behaves rather qualitatively similarly to what is experiened with23

real instruments: the playing of the pedal note is perturbed with a passive mute, whereas24

the model of trombone with the experimental ative mute gives results very similar to those25

obtained with an open trombone.26

I Introdution27

A usual solution for hanging the timbre of a brass instrument onsists in using a mute, whih is a28

devie plugged to the opening of the instrument bell, or held by hand just in front of the bell. The29
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shape and the material of the mute a�et the pressure radiation of the bell, therefore modifying30

the emitted sound [Campbell and Greated, 1994, p.398℄. As a side e�et, introduing an obstale31

in the bell, or lose to it, also modi�es the aoustial properties of the instrument [Bakus, 1976℄.32

This has various onsequenes, inluding modi�ation of the instrument tuning and of reported33

instrument-player interation.34

Pedal notes are the lowest playable notes on a trombone. When the slide is fully losed,35

the note played is a B♭1, orresponding to a playing frequeny of 58Hz in equal temper-36

ament. In brass instruments, most regimes of osillation of the instrument have a playing37

frequeny slightly above the aoustial resonane supporting the osillation. However, the38

pedal note has a playing frequeny unusually far above the resonane frequeny of the aous-39

tial mode supporting the osillation, making it a partiular regime of osillation as detailed40

in [Gilbert and Aumond, 2008, Velut et al., 2017℄. Furthermore, the pedal note osillation is sup-41

ported by the lowest mode of the trombone, whih is inharmoni with the other modes of the42

trombone as shown in Fig. 2. When a straight mute is inserted in the trombone, playing sta-43

ble pedal notes on the three �rst slides positions - B♭1, A1
and A♭1 - is uneasy and results in44

a rolling, unstable sound [Sluhin and Caussé, 1991, Meurisse et al., 2015℄. Measurements of the45

input impedane of a trombone with a mute [Meurisse et al., 2015, Velut et al., 2016b℄ show the46

ourrene of a subsidiary aoustial mode between the �rst and the seond modes.47

This paper will partiularly fous on the pedal B♭1, orresponding to the slide in the short-48

est position. It will hereinafter be referred to as "the pedal note". An ative ontrol devie has49

been previously developed to remove this subsidiary mode [Meurisse et al., 2015℄, whih makes it50

possible to play the pedal note with a straight mute. It onsists of an "ative mute", a ommer-51

ial straight mute equipped with an ative ontrol devie whih anels the aforesaid subsidiary52

resonane mode.53

The purpose of this paper is to investigate to what extent a simple trombone physial model an54

predit the e�et of a trombone straight mute on the pedal note and the e�etiveness of the ative55

mute. The physial model of a brass instrument is �rst presented. Then, linear stability analysis56

(LSA) and time-domain simulations are used to analyse the behaviour of the pedal note in this57

model. Analyses are onduted on an "open trombone" on�guration (tenor trombone without58

any mute), a "passive mute" on�guration (the same trombone with a ommerial straight mute)59

and an "ative mute" on�guration (the same trombone with an idential straight mute and the60

desribed ative ontrol loop). Results of this model are ompared with the experimental results61

from [Meurisse et al., 2015℄.62
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II Tools63

II.A Brass instrument model64

A physial model of trombone, suitable for a large lass of musi instruments, is presented in this65

artile. Following Helmholtz pioneering work [von Helmholtz, 1870℄, the trombone is modelled as66

a losed-loop system onsisting of an exiter and a resonator whih are oupled, as illustrated in67

Fig. 1. Suh a system an produe auto-osillation on di�erent regimes.68

69

Figure 1: Closed-loop model in free osillation, suitable for the desription of most self-sustained

musial instruments, inluding trombones. Self-sustained osillations are generated by the loalised

non-linear oupling (here the air�ow between lips) between a linear exiter (here the lips) and a

linear resonator (here the air olumn inside the instrument bore).70

For a brass instrument, the exiter is the lips of the musiian, whih at as a valve: the setion of71

the hannel between the lips depends on the pressure di�erene through these lips as well as on their72

mehanial harateristis. Multiple models of the lip reed have been proposed and used, with one73

degree of freedom [Eliott and Bowsher, 1982, Flether, 1993, Cullen et al., 2000, Silva et al., 2007℄74

or 2 DOF [Adahi and Sato, 1996, Campbell, 2004, Lopez et al., 2006, Newton et al., 2008℄. The75

model used for this paper is the one-DOF valve model, usually referred to as the "outward-striking"76

model, also alled (+,−) swinging-door model in the literature:77

d2h

dt2
+

ωl

Ql

dh

dt
+ ω2

l (h− h0) =
1

µ
(pb − p(t)), (1)

where h is the height of the lip hannel (m); p is the pressure at the input of the instrument, in78

the mouthpiee (Pa); pb is the onstant blowing pressure in the mouth (Pa); ωl = 2πfl (rad · s−1)79

is the lip resonane angular frequeny; Ql is the (dimensionless) quality fator of the lips; h0 is the80

value of h(t) at rest; µ is an equivalent surfae mass (kg ·m−2).81

Although it does not fully reprodue all the observed behaviours of human or arti�ial lips, this82

model is su�ient for reproduing the normal playing situations [Yoshikawa, 1995℄, inluding the83

pedal note of the trombone [Velut et al., 2017℄ and multiphoni sounds [Velut et al., 2016a℄. As a84

limitation, this model is known to osillate at higher frequenies than those at whih a musiian85

would play on the same aoustial mode. Even for this relatively simple model, hoosing the lip86

parameters is hallenging and requires a thorough bibliographial review. This was onduted in87

[Velut et al., 2017℄. The resulting set of parameters is given in table I.88
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h0 (m) W (m) 1/µ (m2 · kg−1) Ql

5× 10−4 12× 10−3
0.11 7

89

Table I: Lip parameters retained in this study.90

The resonator is the air olumn ontained in the bore of the instrument. Given the low91

playing amplitude onsidered in this artile, the brassiness phenomenon, related to non-linear92

propagation in the instrument [Myers et al., 2012℄ is not taken into aount. Under this hypothesis,93

the resonator an be fully desribed by its input impedane, whih is by de�nition the ratio of the94

pressure P (ω) to the �ow U(ω) at the input of the instrument, in the frequeny domain:95

Z(ω) =
P (ω)

U(ω)
. (2)

This value an be measured using the sensor desribed in [Maaluso and Dalmont, 2011℄. In96

this paper, three input impedane measurements are used: the impedane of an open trombone97

(without any mute), the impedane of the same trombone with a "passive mute" (mute without98

ative ontrol) and the impedane of this trombone with an "ative mute", with the feedbak99

ative ontrol devie enabled.100

The input impedane an be onsidered as a sum of peaks, eah peak orresponding to a101

resonane mode of the air olumn inside the instrument. Thus, it an be �tted with a sum of102

omplex modes, orresponding to a sum of poles-residues funtions:103

Z(ω) = Zc ·

Nm
∑

n=1

[

Cn

jω − sn
+

C∗

n

jω − s∗n

]

, (3)

Cn and sn being the dimensionless omplex residues and poles of the omplex modes of the104

�tted impedane, respetively. Zc =
ρ.c

π.r2
is the harateristi impedane of the resonator, ρ is the105

air density, c the elerity of aousti waves in the air and r the input radius of the mouthpiee. Nm106

is the number of modes used to �t the impedane, �xed to Nm = 13 in this artile. Translation107

of eq. (3) in the time domain leads to an ordinary di�erential equation for eah omplex modal108

omponent pn of the pressure p(t):109

dpn
dt

= snpn(t) + ZcCn.u(t) ∀n ∈ [1..Nm], (4)

where u(t) is the time-domain expression of the �ow at the input of the instrument. Further-110

more, p(t) = 2
∑Nm

n=1
ℜ[pn(t)]. Details of this modal formulation of the pressure, already used in111

[Velut et al., 2017℄, an be found in [Silva, 2009℄.112

The �t is optimised by a least mean squares algorithm. This results in a very good math113

between the measured impedane and the �t, as shown in Fig. 2.114
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Figure 2: (olour online) Comparison of the measured impedanes (blue, dash-dotted) and their

modal �ts (red, plain) with 13 omplex modes. Magnitudes (top plots) and phases (bottom plots)

of the impedanes for the three situations - open trombone (left), passive straight mute (middle)

and ative mute (right) - are displayed. The dash-dotted line at 65.7 Hz indiates the subsidiary

resonane. The resonane frequenies of the other modes are written near the amplitude peaks.116

The lips and the resonator are oupled through the expression of the �ow u(t) of the air jet through117

the lip hannel:118

u(t) = W.h(t).

√

2.|pb − p(t)|

ρ
.sign(pb − p(t)).θ(h), (5)

where W is the width of the lip hannel and ρ the air density, sign is the sign funtion and119

θ(h) is the Heaviside step funtion. This non-linear expression of the �ow was proposed in120

[Wilson and Beavers, 1974, Eliott and Bowsher, 1982℄ and has been used in almost every publi-121

ation about brasswind and woodwind physial models sine.122

The whole model an therefore be written:123







































d2h

dt2
+

ωl

Ql

dh

dt
+ ω2

l (h− h0) =
1

µ
(pb − p(t))

u(t) = W.h(t).

√

2.|pb − p(t)|

ρ
.sign(pb − p(t)).θ(h)

dpn
dt

= snpn(t) + ZcCn.u(t) ∀n ∈ [1..Nm]

p(t) = 2
∑Nm

n=1
ℜ[pn(t)]

(6)
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II.B Linear stability analysis124

The model desribed above has a variety of possible behaviours. One of them is a stati solution,125

all variables being onstant. The stability of this stati solution is a useful piee of information, as126

instability of the stati solution indiates possible emergene of osillating solutions through Hopf127

bifurations. This stability analysis an be arried out on a linearised model: non-linear equations128

are linearised in the viinity of the stati solution. Then, the stability of this stati solution is129

assessed through omputation of the eigenvalues of the Jaobian matrix. If at least one eigenvalue130

has a positive real part, any perturbation of the stati solution will grow exponentially, whih by131

de�nition means the solution is unstable. Details on the method applied to brass instruments an132

be found in [Velut et al., 2017℄.133

This method is used to �nd the lowest blowing pressure value leading to an unstable stati solution.134

This pb value is hereafter alled pthresh. The imaginary part of the same eigenvalue indiates the135

osillation angular frequeny for pb = pthresh, provided that the osillating solution is periodi. The136

orresponding frequeny is noted fthresh.137

LSA has been used for �ute-like instruments [Auvray et al., 2012, Terrien et al., 2014℄ as138

well as reed woodwinds [Wilson and Beavers, 1974, Chang, 1994, Silva et al., 2008℄ and brass-139

winds [Cullen et al., 2000, Velut et al., 2017℄. This method does not provide information about140

the stability of the osillating solution whih results from the destabilisation of the stati solution.141

The only piee of information about the resulting waveform is fthresh, whih is only valid if said142

solution is periodi.143

An example of results is given in Fig. 3: pthresh (a) and fthresh (b) are plotted against the lip144

resonane frequeny fl, whih is a ontrol parameter used by the musiian to hange the note145

played with the trombone. As observed in [Velut et al., 2017℄, the plots an be divided in several146

fl ranges orresponding to U-shaped setions of the pthresh urves and very lightly growing plateaus147

of fthresh just above the aousti resonane frequenies of the resonator.148
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Figure 3: (olour online). Linear stability analysis results: pthresh (a) and fthresh (b) are plotted

against fl. Results for the open trombone (blue, dashed), the passive mute (red, solid) and the

ative mute (blak, dotted) are displayed. Blak dotted lines of the bottom plot are the resonane

frequenies of the open trombone (horizontal) and the bisetor of the axes (fthresh = fl). The

qualitative behaviour of the open trombone, the passive mute and ative mute are very similar at

this sale.150

II.C Time-domain simulation151

To get more information about the nature of osillating solutions of the instrument model, solving152

the non-linear equation system Eq. (6) is required. Numerial di�erential equation solvers provide153

simulated values of the system variables. Simulated values of the pressure at the input of the154

instrument p have been obtained with the open-soure Python library alled MoReeSC [Mor, 2016℄,155

whih has been developed speially for time-domain simulation of self-osillating reed and lip valve156

instrument models [Silva et al., 2014℄.157

To illustrate the additional information provided by time-domain simulation, waveforms and spe-158

tra of two simulated pressure signals are given in Figure 4. The simulation in Fig. 4 (a) and ()159

was omputed with fl = 90 Hz while the one in Fig. 4 (b) and (d) was omputed with fl = 110 Hz,160

eah one on an open trombone, with a blowing pressure 10% higher than the osillation threshold.161

While LSA results for these two situations are very lose to one another, numerial resolution of162
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the omplete model shows a di�erene in the nature of the osillation: while the osillation is163

periodi for fl = 90 Hz, it appears to be quasi-periodi for fl = 110 Hz.164
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Figure 4: Waveforms of simulated p signals for fl = 90 Hz (a) and fl = 110 Hz (b) with zooms

on some periods, along with spetra of their respetive sustained regime in ) and d). For eah

simulation pb is set to1.1 · pthresh. fl = 90 Hz results in a periodi osillation while fl = 110 Hz

results in a quasi-periodi osillation with well de�ned seondary peaks.167

The fl and pb values for simulations are hosen thanks to LSA, avoiding a long and umber-168

some searh for the osillation threshold with multiple simulations. The omplementarity of these169

methods quikly provides a lot of information about relevant points of the osillation regime.170

III Results171

III.A LSA172

Linear stability analysis was performed on the three on�gurations studied: open trombone, passive173

mute, and ative mute. Choosing a on�guration involves hoosing Cn and sn values among174

the three sets obtained by �tting, all other parameters of the model remaining the same. Lip175

parameters were taken from Table I. LSA was performed within the pedal note range, for fl from176
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30 Hz to 65 Hz. This results in fthresh values orresponding to an osillation sustained by the �rst177

aoustial mode of the open trombone. Figure 5 is a zoom on Fig 3 in the onsidered fl range.178

Fig. 5a) showing the threshold pressures pthresh, while Fig. 5b) is the frequeny at threshold fthresh.179
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Figure 5: Results of LSA in the viinity of the pedal note (zoom of Fig.3). Results with an

open trombone (dashed line), a passive mute (solid line) and the ative mute (dotted) are plotted

together. (a) is the osillation threshold pressure pthresh, (b) is the osillation frequeny at threshold
fthresh, against fl. Horizontal dash-dotted lines in (b) indiate 58 Hz (playing frequeny of the

pedal B♭) and 65.7 Hz (resonane frequeny of the subsidiary mode of the passive mute). While

open trombone and ative mute have very similar behaviours, the osillation regime expeted for

the trombone with the passive mute beomes di�erent above fl = 55Hz with a sudden inrease in

the pthresh and fthresh values.181

The open trombone and the ative mute behaviours are similar: the pthresh = F (fl) plot is U-182

shaped. fthresh is above the trombone's �rst aoustial resonane frequeny (39 Hz) and inreases183

monotonially with fl. Within this fl range, the osillation threshold of the ative mute trombone184

is about 75 Pa higher than that of the open trombone, and fthresh is also 0.5 to 1.5 Hz higher.185

For fl ≤ 54 Hz, the results for the trombone with a passive mute are similar to those for the other186
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on�gurations. But from fl = 55 Hz, both the pressure threshold and the expeted playing fre-187

queny inrease signi�antly: pthresh suddenly jumps from 198.6 to 536.9 Pa, while fthresh inreases188

by 8.3Hz (13%, i.e. slightly more than a tone), to reah 66.8 Hz. This value is just above the189

resonane frequeny of the subsidiary peak indued by the passive mute.190

fthresh overs a range of frequenies around the expeted playing frequeny of a pedal B♭ = 58191

Hz. The results for the open trombone and the ative mute on�gurations are very lose to one192

another, the only di�erene being a rather small o�set in pthresh and fthresh. In ontrast, the193

passive mute results stand out from the two other on�gurations: for fl values above 55 Hz,194

pthresh and fthresh inrease suddenly. The fthresh value obtained is above the aousti resonane195

frequeny of the subsidiary mode related to the passive mute, and so the regeneration ondi-196

tion [Eliott and Bowsher, 1982, Campbell, 2004℄ is satis�ed for an osillation supported by this197

subsidiary mode.198

These results an aount for the di�ulty of playing a stable pedal note with a passive mute: the199

LSA indiates a perturbation of the osillation frequeny at threshold, for parameters whih ould200

be those used for the pedal note. However, experimental results shown in [Meurisse et al., 2015℄201

suggest a non-periodi osillation when a musiian tries to play a pedal note with a passive mute.202

As LSA annot predit the nature of the osillation, further investigation on the omplete non-203

linear model is needed. This is the purpose of the numerial simulations presented in the following204

setion.205

III.B Time-domain simulations206

Time-domain simulations were arried out within the same range of fl as for LSA, in 1 Hz steps,207

for eah on�guration: trombone alone, trombone with a passive mute and �nally trombone with208

ative mute. The blowing pressure was set to pb = 1.1 · pthresh as in [Velut et al., 2017℄ in order to209

keep manageable transient times. This value is lose enough to pthresh so that autious omparisons210

an be arried out between these simulations and LSA.211

Simulated pressure signals were separated into a transient and a sustained regime with the help of212

the "mironsets" funtion from MIRtoolbox [Lartillot and Toiviainen, 2007℄. The spetra of all the213

sustained regimes were omputed. Figure 6 plots spetra of p(t) for representative values of fl.214

215
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Figure 6: (Colours online) Spetra of the simulated p(t) signals, for fl = 53 Hz (a), 55 Hz (b), 56
Hz () and 58 Hz (d). pb is set to 110% of the osillation threshold. For eah fl value, results with
the open trombone (blue), the passive mute (blak) and the ative mute (red) are displayed. The

results for the open trombone and the ative mute are notieably similar.217

For fl < 55 Hz, the three on�gurations - open trombone, passive mute, ative mute - lead to a218

periodi osillation, as illustrated for fl = 53 Hz by (Fig. 6a). The osillation frequeny is a bit219

higher than fthresh: 7.5% for open trombone and ative mute, and 2.5% higher for the passive220

mute. Osillation frequenies higher than fthresh when pb > pthresh is oherent with the fat that221

a musiian's playing frequeny gets higher when the blowing pressure inreases. The trombone222

with a passive mute has a lower osillation frequeny than the open trombone, whih has itself a223

slightly lower osillation frequeny than that of the trombone with the ative mute. The osillation224

frequenies range from 60 to 64 Hz, a bit higher than B♭1 = 58 Hz. This is sensible sine this225

model is known to osillate at higher frequenies than those at whih a musiian plays.226

At fl = 55 Hz (Fig. 6b) the osillation frequeny of the passive mute on�guration suddenly227

jumps from 59.4 to 69.6 Hz, making it play sharper (nearly a minor third) than the two other228
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on�gurations. This is onsistent with the LSA results, where fthresh suddenly inreases by 8 Hz229

for this fl value. The osillations are still periodi and above the aoustial resonane frequeny230

of the �rst mode; but for fl = 56 Hz and above (illustrated by Fig. 6) the fundamental frequeny231

of the passive mute falls to 34.8 Hz. This is nearly half its former value, and under the trombone's232

�rst aousti resonane frequeny (39 Hz). Finally, for fl ≥ 58Hz (Fig. 6d), all on�gurations233

result in fundamental osillation frequenies about half, or a quarter, of the osillation frequenies234

obtained for lower fl values.235

Simulation and LSA results are onsistent: when fl reahes 55 Hz, the osillation frequeny of236

the trombone with a passive mute suddenly inreases. This is related to a regime hange in the237

instrument: for fl < 55 Hz, the osillation is mainly supported by the trombone's �rst aoustial238

mode whih resonane frequeny is 38 Hz. The unusal gap between the trombone's �rst mode and239

the pedal note is studied in [Velut et al., 2017℄. For fl = 55 Hz and above, the subsidiary mode at240

65.7 Hz aused by the mute beomes the main supporting mode of the osillation, whih explains241

the inrease in the osillating frequeny.242

Above fl = 56 Hz, however, the osillation frequeny of the passive mute dereases to half of its for-243

mer value. As the osillation frequeny is under the trombone's �rst aoustial resonane frequeny,244

the regeneration ondition of a model with outward-striking valve is not satis�ed [Campbell, 2004℄.245

This situation suggests a period-doubling phenomenon [Bergé et al., 1995℄. When inreasing fl246

again, the three on�gurations appear to undergo period doubling, whih is further doubled for247

the open trombone with a fundamental frequeny of 16.2 Hz. Sub-harmoni asades have already248

been observed for trombones [Gibiat and Castellengo, 2000℄, and simulated in a previous study249

with the very same model and parameters [Velut et al., 2017℄.250

These results on�rm the existene of a subsidiary regime of osillation for the passive mute251

on�guration, whih ould explain why musiians experiene di�ulties when trying to play the252

B♭ pedal in this situation. This subsidiary regime is sustained by the subsidiary aoustial mode253

introdued by the mute. Furthermore, in aordane with the experimental results published254

in [Meurisse et al., 2015℄, the simulation results are qualitatively the same for the open trombone255

and the ative mute, with very lose osillation frequenies. The range of fl leading to periodi256

osillations near the pedal note frequeny is notieably wider for the open trombone and the ative257

mute than for the passive mute.258

IV Conlusion259

Playing a stable B♭1 on a trombone with a straight mute is very di�ult. An ative mute has been260

developed [Meurisse et al., 2015℄ to deal with this issue. When applied to a trombone equipped261

with this ative mute and to an open trombone, LSA and time-domain simulation give nearly262

idential results. The model is therefore able to predit the e�ieny of the ative ontrol devie263

whih makes the pedal note easily playable again. Results of the model of a trombone equipped264

with a passive mute, however, are learly di�erent from those of the open trombone model: the265
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pedal note is disturbed by a new osillation regime, whih seems related to the subsidiary aoustial266

mode added by the mute. Hene, even a "small" perturbation of the input impedane, suh as a267

peak 20 times smaller in amplitude than surrounding peaks, an strongly a�et the behaviour of268

a resonator.269

As in a previous paper [Velut et al., 2017℄, this study shows a rather good agreement between270

LSA results and time-domain simulations, within the limits of the LSA method. This study on271

mutes also shows the relevane of the hosen brass instrument model, whih is able to predit a272

number of behaviours of the trombone, inluding partiular playing regimes [Velut et al., 2017,273

Velut et al., 2016a℄ and, in the present ase, the in�uene of modi�ations of the instrument bore.274

Beginning a study with LSA very quikly gives an overview of the potential behaviour of the275

system under given onditions. This fast omputation already provides interesting results, whih276

an be interpreted alone. However, if further exploration of the osillation regime is required, LSA277

results give hints for hoosing fl and pb values for initialising other analysis methods.278
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